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law to which the individual owes obedience, is that of the country
where he lives, and that the property and contracts of every resident
are regulated by the law of his domicil. In this theory the distinction
between native and foreigner is overlooked, and national descent is
entirely disregarded. Not so however in the Middle Ages, where, in
the same country, and often indeed in the same city, the Lombard
lived under the Lombardic and the Roman under the Roman law.
The same distinction of laws was also applicable to the different races
of Germans. The Frank, Burgundian and Goth resided in the same
place, each under his own law, as is forcibly stated by Bishop Ago-
bardus. . . . "It often happens", says he,."that five men, each under a
different law, may be found walking or sitting together." ?I
There were, of course, exceptions to this system of personal or
tribal laws. Criminal law and the canon law were of universal
application, and there seem to have been certain matters, such
as the tutelage of women, dowry and the extent of a husband's
authority, which were subject to rules of general application.
For the most part, however, it was necessary to discover the
racial law of each party to a. dispute and then to choose which
of these laws was applicable.
It is obvious that under this system questions must frequently Rules for
have arisen bearing a close analogy to those which nowadays fall ^lce of
within the sphere of private international law, but the manner
in which they were resolved cannot now be completely and
exactly stated.2 Certain rules, however, are reasonably clear.
Thus the general principle was that the system of law to which
the defendant was subject must prevail in every suit. Capacity
to contract was governed by the personal law of each party;
succession was regulated by the personal law of the deceased;
a transfer of property had to comply with the formalities re-
quired by the law of the transferor; in an action of tort the
law of the wrongdoer prevailed; and marriage was solemnized
according to the law of the husband.
3} The period of territoriality^ eleventh and twelfth centuries.
The state of society in this period was, broadly speaking, the System of
direct antithesis of that which had existed for the previous three {*JJJ^
or four hundred years, for the system of personal laws, which appear*
lasted till about the end of the tenth century, gradually gave
way to a system of separate territorial laws. The cause of this
change was not the same everywhere.
1	Agobard became Archbishop of Lyons in 816.
2	For an interesting account of the whole subject see £tudc swr le principe dt la
fersonnalitt des lois depuis les invasions barbares jusqi? an XII* siecle, by L. Stouffl

